Rosa introduced in [ 5 ] ( see also [3] ) the /I-and a-valuations of a graph G as follows: Let ]E(G)( = n and let v be a one-to-one mapping of V(G) into N = (0, l,..
., n}. If e = (u, V) E E(G) we define p(e) = 1 v(u) -v(v)]. Let N= (p(e), e E E(G)}. Then w is called a /I-valuation of G if fl= {I,..., n). w is called an a-valuation of G if it is a p-valuation of G and if there exists a number
I such that, for every (u, u) E E(G), min[yl(u), W(V)] Q 1 < max[W(u), v(u)]. A graph G admitting an a-valuation is necessarily bipartite. Rosa [ 1 ] proved the following theorem:
If a graph G with n edges has an a-valuation then, for any positive integer c, there exists a cyclic decomposition of the complete graph K,,,, , into subgraphs isomorphic to G.
By a decomposition we mean a set of subgraphs which partition the edges. Let value assigned in the a-valuation constructed to a vertex i E V( IV,) or to an edge e E E( IV,) will be denoted by pd(i) and q7Je), respectively. Given W,, d > 1, we will choose the numbering of the vertices in W,, , = W, x K, corresponding to the centrally symmetric scheme shown in Fig. 1 (in which only the edges linking the two isomorphic copies W&, W; of W, appearing in W, x K, are indicated; edges within W> and Wz are omitted).
The actual statement to be proved by induction will be somewhat stronger. We will show that, for every positive integer d, an a-valuation v),, of W, can be constructed which has the following two properties:
These conditions are trivially satisfies for W, = K, on putting q,(l) = 0, (p,(2) = 1 so assume that qd is an a-valuation of W, (d > 1) satisfying (i) and (ii). We construct qd+, as follows: for 1 < i< 2d-' put First, we will make sure that od+ r satisfies (i), (ii) with d replaced by d+ 1. The condition CQ~+,(~~-' + 1) > (~~+r(2~-') will be satisfied if we determine k, by qd+ 1(2d-' + 1) = qd+ 1(2d-') + 1, which seems a reasonable condition ti impose. By induction, the reader can verify that this implies k, = wd = (d + 1) 2d-2, ~~(2~~') = (d -1) 2d-2, and that, with this choice of k,, both (i) and (ii) hold. Rewriting (ii) as The following two theorems form a converse to Theorem 2. 
where r is an integer, and that
i.e., 4](2c+ l)r+ 1](2c+ l)r-0 (mod(2c+ 1)2*') or mr=O (mod 2d).
If m is odd then r = 0 (mod 2d), and this together with (2) implies m = 1 (mod d2d). If m is even then r must be odd (because of (1)) and (3) implies m z 0 (mod 2d), which completes the proof. I Remark 2. An illustration for the validity of the assertion, that condition (a) of Theorem 1 (i.e., m = 1 (mod d2d)) is not necessaryfir odd, is given in [4] . A decomposition of K,, into 10 copies of W, is introduced (see [4, p. 3651). Remark 3. It is well known that K, can be decomposed into copies of an r-regular graph G only if n -1 is divisible by r and (n/2) is divisible by E(G). These "trivial" necessary conditions (used also inthe proofs of Theorems 3 and 4) have been considered by many authors (see, e.g., [ 1, 2, 5, 71) . Wilson [7] proved that these conditions are asymptotically suflcient: For every G the number of exceptions when the above trivial conditions hold but the decomposition of K, into copies of G does not exist is finite. The above theorems show that there are no excptions when G = W,.
